
Yours of 9/23 (had held up filing thiS and others to check to see that 

everything had been answered). "Till is wondering whether the fashion 

clip is a challenge to see if she dare undertake the knitting of a- 4"-- ,„ 
Supergal costume for Jon Sr." 11 "' Had sent it thinking it would 

make her blood run cold, and yours too - now it's my turn! 

You've mentioned that one of the colors in the blanket is yellow 

but haven't given us'any idea of what the other colors or color are 
• 

or is. I am bursting to know, sir. 
Je 	21 Oct 71 	 ? O c_2—  7( 

We shared your opinion of the costume. L couldn't believe anyone had undo it, oven 
for a prop. She's staying too busy repaging her indexing copies of the parts of 

The MattoseS are moving, to Seattle this winter, so a heavier blanket 
and typing lya ;a5pms.TIAakiotf.ile. Alas, there will now be more thanks to the 
deceit el' tEe-?vernmen on myaa.:aage suit. But lihen she relaxes, a guess it is also 
A kind of exercise for the arthritis in her hands, it is on that blanket. She has not 
yet.reached the l'o  -wayif 	point, but it is getting closer. It is also slow goinL;., Take, 
an hour and a half for two rms. If I didn't tell you all this, working her way up 
from the bottom she is well into the Chinese character. Colors yellow, pi4, blue, 
white. Be done before wintermInterestinft connientaryon radio reporting today. I was 
repaging last .!)art of PMI, which is mechanical, so I had the second (not CBS) all-
news DC station on. They had two men at the DC peae,.) demonstration, and there was a 
.live conversation with two members of the 1),..riS delegation, on NVN, other NIX. Each 
time there was nothing but coa:entary, which, naturally, wade their words indistingu,- 
ishable. to listeners. .The reported that it was hap)ening, even that it 	a ,ease 
mssage the d.eonnstrators were Loing to take to the White House, but not t „ord. of 
that message when they had it live. ...Ono of my young friends got started (loin a 



Mag piece on what the NYT did to-  mevia Kaplan. It- is gradUallygrowineinta a book 
and he calls me about it fairly often. H is changing the concept into a study of 
the press, what Mark Lane didn't do, with the assassinations as an example. n 
other worde, as.he is learning, he has come to see the role the press played'in all 
of this an instead of 'doing an assassination study he'll do one on the press and . 
shoyltivole in giving credibility to the ER and denying it to those critical of it 
...He says Noguchi is ex-coroner now. ..If you over see full text of Busch's report 
or statement, I'd be interested. As Quoted by LAONS wire Yvonne Patton, he pulled 
the classic, citing bullet removed from wrong place, a non-Eatal bullet, and said i 
it matched the gun. You sure have a wide-aware bunch of enterprising, old-tradition 
reporters out there and realarustiAieg papers and radio stations of he 	get 
away with that. Je, DON'T OTTEVKALL YOUR FILES on this please don't. However, if 

ything .should come in, that is different...Jackson: Bandon house hardback Blood In 
M EyeS due two month;;. That is not the stuff reported in the retyped (thanks) clip 
on the suit. I have given this info to the maa who edited his letters throUgh a 
close mutual friend. Obviously, what this clip refers to is after - text new book, 
which i-nreeume Bantam will reprint. They are now-onto this new- Stuff, and the man 
I-spoke to knows the mother, has escorted her, etc. She hadn't told himfthem of 
what this story reported.1yad apparently there was no reporting of the black girl 
who went to the jail with ingham9  that.is, in NYC. I'd never heard of it and hhare 
your belief it is a clue the police would never overloek. ...Bil has given me. 
samples of all but white,'enclosed....The only reason I'm staying up (and ,am closer 
to alert than in the previous 21 hrs 45 pie is that there is an interview with Tito 
to be aired 40 minutes hence...Wicker was censored on some show. MORE, of which I 
suet _yon the first. copy, has the text.:Methinks his -Times.  has almost run. All of thi 
this is radicalizinghin...He now finds himself being asked if he is not an involved 
reporter and asking if that was no less true of - him and 200 others when they eere 
on the lecture circuit as hawks ,whit: they reported WI developments... 

H 


